Enable and
Inheritances or
Settlements

Inheritances

Prior to the passing of the ABLE Act,

When an individual with a disability who relies on SSI receives an
inheritance, they must report that inheritance within 10 days after
the end of the month in which they receive it.

individuals with disabilities who

• That money is considered income that month. This means an
individual may be over the income limit for the month in which
it is received.
• If this occurs, the individual may spend down the inheritance to
get themselves under the resource limit of $2,000 in the month
they receive it.
• If there are any remaining assets after the month, those assets are
counted as resources and may interfere with the receipt of SSI.
• So long as they continue to have more resources than allowed,
they will not receive benefits and must pay for expenses that
were covered by benefits out of those resources.

remained below resource limits.

rely on resource-based benefits had
to be careful to make sure they

Receiving a large lump sum of
money, a situation many people
would welcome, was instead a
cause for concern for many with
disabilities. Now with the Enable
Savings Plan, this fear is gone. If
an individual who is eligible for
benefits receives an inheritance
or settlement, they can place the
excess money directly into an
Enable Savings Plan account and
preserve benefit eligibility.

EnableSavings.com

Settlements
When an individual with a disability is entitled to a settlement such as from personal injury or class action, the rules
under SSI and benefits work largely the same way as with inheritances, in that:
• The money received is counted as income.
• They must report that income within 10 days.
• If there is any remaining after the month in which they received it, it is a countable resource that may exclude
them from benefits.
• If subject to a guardianship or conservatorship, the guardian or conservator must seek court approval before
accepting the settlement.

What can I do after I receive an inheritance or settlement?
Before the ABLE Act was passed, people had few choices and each of those choices could cost significant amounts
of money. Recipients can create a Self-Settled Special Needs Trust to protect eligibility, but there are some downsides
to doing so:
•
•
•
•
•

There is a cost to have an attorney draft the Special Needs Trust.
There may be cost to have the trust administered such as Trustee fees.
The recipient no longer “owns” the assets and must request disbursements from the Trustee.
Assets in Trust can only be used for certain types of expenses.
Set up and administration fees may make a trust impracticable for “smaller” amounts.

Recipients could refuse to accept the money if:
• You give away countable resources to make yourself eligible for SSI. This gift may be held against you as
if you still owned the resources, so you may be ineligible for a number of months that SSA determines you
should have had money to spend.
• Money to which you are entitled could be considered a “transfer” for these purposes.
Recipients could accept the money and try to spend it down, but:
• Depending on the amount, it may be very hard to come up with enough ways to spend the money in a month.
• You may end up wasting money on things you don’t really want or need because you’re afraid of losing benefits.

How can the Enable Savings Plan help?
Now with the Enable Savings Plan, this fear is gone. If individuals who are eligible for benefits receive an
inheritance or settlement, they can place the excess money directly into an Enable Savings Plan account and
preserve benefit eligibility.
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